Kone Monospace
kone monospace - kone elevator toolbox - kone monospace® innovator and leader of the machine-roomless revolution kone monospace is the elevator that launched a revolution. by mounting the low-profile ecodisc
machine to the guide rail, kone eliminated the need for a penthouse while providing design liberty, superior
performance and energy efficiency to the mid-rise elevator market ... the machine-room-less elevator kone - the kone monospace® advantage the secret behind kone monospace is the permanent magnet,
gearless kone ecodisc® motor. kone ecodisc weighs less than half of a conventional geared traction machine
and is approximately twice as efficient. kone monospace does not need a separate machine room, thanks to
the kone ecodisc high end. high performance. fully customizable. - kone - kone s monospace is the only
kone mrl that can offer your users the ultimate experience of the scenic solution. with unobstructed view in
both standard and panoramic options, the scenic kone s monospace adds engagement and excitement to lift
that already brings high performance and a premium look to your building. the machine-room-less elevator
platform kone monospace - the design of kone monospace elevators, introducing, for example, new
materials, interior designs and colors, and signalisation devices. a wide range is available for your selection,
and the kone monospace® can also be customized for the individual needs of the building. freight elevator the
kone transys™ freight elevator solution, with all
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